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Dear San Francisco Police Commission,
 
My name is Chris Kohrs and I am a former San Francisco police officer who was
terminated. SFPD Lieutenant Angela Wilhelm advised me to reach out to you
and address my concerns during Open Session/Public Comment regarding the matter
below. Since these meetings are currently being held remotely, I am requesting my comments
and concerns be made part of the official public record as described below, copied off your
website.

Members of the public are encouraged to participate remotely by submitting written comments
electronically to sfpd.commission@sfgov.org.  These comments will be made part of the official public
record in these matters and shall be brought to the attention of the members of the Commission.  

Below are my comments I’d like brought to the attention of the members of the
Commission  and be made part of the official public record.

On March 6th, 2019 I had a termination hearing that took place at San Francisco City
Hall in front of the San Francisco Police Commission. I was terminated at the
conclusion of the hearing. The San Francisco Police Officers Union did not represent
me in this matter. Both my private attorney and I were present at the hearing. 
 
Months after the hearing, I received a copy of both the audio recording and transcript
of my termination hearing. Unfortunately, the audio recording and transcript of the
hearing have been altered where parts of the testimony in the audio have been
deleted. A deleted portion of the court audio recording occurs at 11 minutes and 38
seconds into the recording. At that point there is a sound blip due to a cut audio. My attorney
says "He is --", then there is a sound blip, and it immediately jumps to questioning by a San
Francisco Police Commissioner. The sound blip is an altered/excised part of the audio. Line 21
on page 10 in the attached transcript is where this happens. What is even more concerning is
that the transcript reflects the altered audio. In the deleted portion of the audio, important
dialogue was excised out, including but not limited to the city attorney making false
statements to the Police Commission that went unchallenged. 
 
Forensic experts examined both the audio recording and transcript of the court
hearing. Their findings verify that the audio recording is not an original and has been
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1                        PROCEEDINGS


2                        8:23 P.M.


3             SGT. WARE:  We're back on the record.  Line


4 8a.  For the record, Commissioner Mazzucco is recused


5 from this matter.  In the room we've added -- Assistant


6 Chief Saenz has also left the room for the time being.


7 City Attorney's office is represented by Paul Zarefsky.


8 We have Officer Kohrs present.


9             MR. LASSART:  Yes.


10             SGT. WARE:  We have Ashley Worsham from


11 Internal Affairs counsel present.


12             MS. WORSHAM:  Present.


13             SGT. WARE:  We have Mr. Jim Lassart


14 representing Officer Kohrs.  We still have a quorum.


15             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Thank you.  Good evening.


16             MS. WORSHAM:  Good evening.


17             MR. LASSART:  Good evening.


18             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Which commissioner has


19 this matter?


20             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Me.  I think we should


21 start with a brief overview of the charges, Ms. Worsham,


22 if you can let us know or let the other Commissioners


23 know sort of what the charges are and your position.


24             MS. WORSHAM:  Okay.  Thank you.  Good


25 evening, Commissioners.  In this case, Officer
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1 Christopher Kohrs was involved in a hit and run accident


2 that resulted in serious bodily injury to two


3 individuals.  Evidently Officer Kohrs had been a


4 designated driver and he had his brother and another


5 friend in the car with him.  These two individuals were


6 crossing the street.  It's also noted I think in the


7 charging documents as well that they were crossing


8 against the light.  But nonetheless, they were struck by


9 Officer Kohrs' car.  It's the department's position that


10 he was the driver.


11             As a result, the police responding to the


12 scene, Officer Kohrs fled the scene without providing any


13 information such as his name, address, registration or


14 driver's license.  And as part of Vehicle Code Section


15 2001 subsection A, you're also required to render aide if


16 anybody is injured.  He failed to do that.  He was not at


17 the scene.  He was subsequently arrested and charged with


18 two felony counts of violating Section 2001 subsection A.


19 He was convicted by way of a jury of his peers on


20 March 15th of the year 2018.  And he was sentenced, I


21 believe, it was in August but I have the actual Superior


22 Court document.  He was sentenced to three years


23 probation, served the 90-day jail sentence.  I believe he


24 still remains on probation as of today until the year


25 2021.
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1             And we then filed one specification alleging


2 violation of Rule 9.  And included within that is the


3 fact that pursuant to California Government Code Section


4 1029 Officer Kohrs is prohibited from working as a peace


5 officer now having been rendered a convicted felon as a


6 result of this conduct from November of 2015.  And so


7 also we did make reference to Government Code Section


8 1031 subsection D which requires that you be of good


9 moral character, first to be hired as a police officer,


10 but we also believe that that standard still carries


11 throughout your profession in law enforcement as a sworn


12 peace officer.  As probably a lot of you know, felony


13 conviction for a -- conviction for a felony hit and run


14 is considered a crime of moral turpitude.  The case


15 People versus Bautista, 1990 case, 217 Cal App Third, No.


16 1 supports that assertion that felony conviction of hit


17 and run is considered a crime of moral turpitude.


18             That's the Department's position.  We


19 submitted a trial binder as the -- we were in agreement


20 with the defense the exhibits that was submitted and it's


21 this Department's position that Specification 1 should be


22 sustained.


23             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  And also just for


24 clarification, I know this issue came up at the actual


25 hearing that even if the officer wasn't convicted of
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1 these charges, the Department would still be seeking


2 termination because of the facts surrounding this


3 incident.  And that is, leaving the scene when someone


4 was injured, which relate to the moral character


5 component that you referenced?


6             MS. WORSHAM:  That's correct.  And I would


7 also note, even if this matter had been reduced to


8 misdemeanor pursuant to Penal Code Section 17b he would


9 still be prohibited under the Government Code Section


10 1029.


11             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Thank you.  Mr. Lassart.


12             MR. LASSART:  Yes.


13             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  I'll give you an


14 opportunity.


15             MR. LASSART:  Good evening, Commissioner.  I


16 believe that I'd like to add a few facts to the matter


17 that has been given to you.  This is a case in which at


18 the hearing we made it very clear that we did not contest


19 the fact that he was convicted of two counts of hit and


20 run as a felony.  That would have been a waste of


21 everyone's time because we all know that happened.


22 However, some of the factors of that incident itself are


23 important for you to understand.


24             Officer Kohrs was not alone when he hit the


25 individuals who were crossing Broadway after midnight
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1 against the light having a very high blood alcohol when


2 they did that.  He was not alone because he was with his


3 brother and another passenger.  The other passenger


4 happened to be a medical doctor who was there.  Officer


5 Kohrs did leave the scene but there was a crowd that


6 gathered and the crowd gathered he was recognized as,


7 quote, the hot cop.  Officer Kohrs is the police officer


8 who gained rather good reputation in the gay community


9 because of his good work there as a police officer.  He


10 has an impeccable past record.  There was hot cop


11 comments and he left.  He did leave the scene.  And he


12 did it by fear, in fear.


13             We're not foolish enough to ask you not to


14 consider the fact that the Government Code disallows


15 Officer Kohrs from carrying a firearm, which


16 automatically disqualifies him to be a police officer.


17 For us to indicate that that was otherwise would be once


18 again a waste of time.  However, what I'd like to ask


19 this Commission to do is to allow whatever decision you


20 make to be held in abeyance until after the appeal on his


21 criminal matter is completed.  I know that the appellate


22 brief was filed in November and the Court of Appeal,


23 depending on which division you're in, takes whatever


24 time but it's usually at the very least a year if you


25 have a good panel.  But if you hold it in abeyance to
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1 find out if there was the legal error that we think that


2 was made in the criminal matter, which is the not giving


3 the duress instruction at the time of the charge for the


4 jury.


5             Duress is interesting only from the


6 standpoint that it flops the burden on that one issue


7 from the defense to -- to the prosecution on that issue


8 of duress.  Obviously, the prosecution always has a


9 burden but the duress issue is a -- the instruction is


10 strong instruction.  And we believe there was error.  I


11 was not the individual who defended him in the criminal


12 matter but I've spoken to the appellate counsel.  That is


13 -- and I realize that there is -- his conduct -- I wish


14 to call to your attention his conduct at the scene I


15 don't think there is any question about his conduct at


16 the scene.  He left.  He didn't leave anybody unattended


17 when there is a doctor in the car.  Nor was there any


18 indication that nobody called for help.  The truth of the


19 matter is it's pretty hard not to be identified when the


20 car is registered to you and your brother is there and


21 they don't leave the scene.  So what we're asking for is


22 to hold this in abeyance until the appellate matter is


23 decided and then consider this case.  Thank you.


24             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Fellow Commissioners,


25 does anybody have any questions?
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1             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  I do.  The doctor in the


2 car, doctor stay in the car and left with your client?


3             MR. LASSART:  Pardon me?


4             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  The doctor was in what


5 car?


6             MR. LASSART:  In the car with my client.  He


7 was -- the doctor and his brother were friends of his and


8 they were in the car together.


9             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Did the doctor get out and


10 tend to the people that were hit?


11             MR. LASSART:  The doctor, I think, yes.  The


12 answer is he was there and he went to the injured.


13 That's what I know of the case.  I also know 911 was


14 called and the police came and paramedics came.


15             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Did the doctor leave with


16 your client?


17             MR. LASSART:  He did not leave.  He stayed


18 there and was interviewed by the police department.


19             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  But the incident report


20 says all the occupants left the scene prior to the police


21 officers arriving.


22             MR. LASSART:  That's not accurate.  That is


23 not accurate.  I don't know where you got that actually.


24             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  The incident report.


25             MR. LASSART:  They are saying these people
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1 were not there, the brother wasn't there and the doctor,


2 the passenger wasn't there?  That's not accurate.


3             COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:  When the police


4 arrived.


5             MR. LASSART:  When the police arrived?  They


6 both were interviewed.  In fact, they talked to the


7 brother and they wanted to know where he was.


8             COMMISSIONER DEJESUS:  Right.  I saw that.


9             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  And if the appeal is


10 granted, if you win the appeal, the matter will be


11 remanded back to the trial court for a new trial?


12             MR. LASSART:  That's the way it works, yes.


13             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  And you would seek to have


14 us stay this until that whole process runs its course?


15             MR. LASSART:  If that process -- depends on


16 what the Court of Appeal says, yes.


17             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Let's say they rule in


18 your favor.


19             MR. LASSART:  Yes, I would.  To be candid


20 with you, yes.  And by the way, he's not on any paid


21 status.  He is --


22             COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:  Did your client call


23 911?


24             MR. LASSART:  Pardon me?


25             COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:  Did your client call
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1 911?


2             MR. LASSART:  No, he did not.  In fact, he


3 left his phone in the car.  His phone was in the car.


4             COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:  So you're not


5 suggesting that the fact that 911 was called -- did he


6 know somehow that 911 was called?  Was he involved in


7 calling 911?


8             MR. LASSART:  No.  He ran when the crowd


9 formed started yelling things.  His phone was in the car.


10 I think, you know, did he know specifically, directly?  I


11 doubt you can say that honestly.  But I would say that


12 past practices when you leave your car there, there's


13 someone injured and you leave two people behind and a


14 crowd is forming and people are injured 911 is called.


15 And 911 was called.


16             COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:  I guess what I'm


17 wondering is there are two separate obligations.  There


18 is the obligation not to leave the scene, which is the


19 obligation on anyone walking around the city, walking


20 around San Francisco.  But there's -- and that's the


21 felony case.  That's the criminal case.  There's also the


22 obligation of his duties as a police officer.  And so I


23 guess I'm trying to reconcile for myself is what one has


24 to do with the other.  So even if the, you know, you're


25 successful on the appeal and, you know, he's granted a
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1 new trial, which may or may not result in a felony


2 conviction, there is still what he was obligated to do as


3 a police officer.  And he had gotten in the car and drove


4 home.  I just don't understand and I want you to help me


5 understand.


6             MR. LASSART:  He didn't get in the car and


7 drive home.  He left the car at the scene.  He ran away.


8 He left the phone and he ran away because of the crowd.


9             COMMISSIONER TAYLOR:  But -- in any case he


10 still had an obligation as an officer.  And so I'm


11 wondering why he didn't make any attempt to call 911.


12             MR. LASSART:  Quite frankly, he was afraid.


13 He didn't get around to calling 911 and he ran because no


14 doubt about it.


15             COMMISSIONER BROOKTER:  I understand you have


16 a crowd but you're an officer.  Why wouldn't you still


17 call 911?  I get fleeing the space, fleeing the


18 situation, the scene.  But then why not when you get home


19 do you not inform 911?


20             MR. LASSART:  I can't answer that question.


21 Other than the fact that he was panicked enough never to


22 take his phone out of the car when he got out of the car.


23             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Thank you.  I guess


24 Ms. Worsham, do you have anything to add?  Because I know


25 at the hearing Mr. Lassart kind of asserted his Fifth
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1 Amendment right not to say anything at the hearing.  So I


2 guess sort of coming up now, is there anything you want


3 to respond?


4             MS. WORSHAM:  All this is new information.  I


5 know that Officer Kohrs was -- I'm sorry.  Officer Kohrs


6 was -- there was a request made by IAD Admin for him to


7 come in for an administrative interview.  He declined to


8 participate in that through his attorney.  I can say that


9 in my review of this file in preparing the charges, there


10 was no mention that the friend who was a physician


11 rendered aid to any of the two individuals that were


12 unconscious in the street.  I believe that if there had


13 been a significant issue with the crowd, that that would


14 have been noted in the incident report because I think a


15 lot of people were very familiar with Officer Kohrs being


16 known as the hot cop in the Castro District.  And I think


17 if there had been a crowd and when law enforcement had


18 responded, I think members of the crowd would have easily


19 been able to identify who that person was and report that


20 to those who had responded to the scene.  There's no


21 information contained in our investigative file and any


22 of those steps that our IAD Admin officer took to


23 investigate this case that indicates those version


24 occurred.


25             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  And you also reviewed
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1 the trial transcript of this case.


2             MS. WORSHAM:  I personally did not review the


3 trial transcript.  I spoke to the D.A. who was handling


4 the case and I also requested just certified documents.


5             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Okay.


6             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  I have a question.  What


7 about Lybarger warning, wasn't there an obligation to


8 give a statement?


9             MS. WORSHAM:  If he had come in, that


10 Lybarger warning would have been given so -- and he would


11 have been advised that failure to -- and in fact, one of


12 the -- we could have filed that charge, the failure to


13 cooperate with the IAD investigation.  We felt strongly


14 that the two felony convictions were sufficient enough to


15 warrant termination in this case.


16             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  And the moral character.


17             MS. WORSHAM:  Yes.


18             MR. LASSART:  Both the doctor and his brother


19 testified during the trial.  My assumption is somebody


20 read that transcript.  And they testified.  Just so --


21 that's not -- and actually Officer Kohrs testified.  So


22 all that information is in the trial transcript.


23             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Right.  And when we had


24 our hearing, there was no evidence presented by the


25 defense so.  Okay.  Thank you.
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1             MS. WORSHAM:  Thank you.


2             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Do you want to step


3 outside so we can deliberate?


4             SGT. WARE:  Can I read one thing for the


5 record?  I never read 8a in its entirety in my haste to


6 begin closed session.


7             Line 8A.  Personnel exception.  Pursuant to


8 Government Code section 54957(b)(1) and San Francisco


9 Administrative Code Section 67.10(b), Penal Code Section


10 832.7.  Hearing to sustain or not sustain disciplinary


11 charges filed in Case No. ALW IAD 2015-0358, discussion


12 and action to decide penalty, if necessary, or take other


13 action, if necessary.  Officer Christopher Kohrs.


14 Discussion and possible action.


15             And I neglected to mention that Risa Tom is


16 present and Sergeant Jayme Campbell.  Thank you.


17             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Thank you.


18             (Off the record.)


19             SGT. WARE:  For the record, counsel for the


20 Department Ashley Worsham is back in the room.  Mr. Jim


21 Lassart is back in the room and Officer Kohrs has


22 returned.


23             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Commissioner Elias.


24             COMMISSIONER ELIAS:  Thank you.  Thank you


25 for being here today.  We do appreciate your time and
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1 effort.  At this point our unanimous decision, we are


2 going to be following the recommendation of the


3 Department and asking for the termination of Officer


4 Kohrs.  We do find that there was a violation of


5 Specification No. 1, that he violated Government Code


6 Section 1029 Rule 9 of the Department General Order 2.01.


7 And as well as the Commission of Peace Officers standards


8 and training violation of Government Code Section 1031


9 subsection B.  And we are denying the request to hold


10 this in abeyance.


11             MR. LASSART:  Thank you.


12             PRESIDENT HIRSCH:  Thank you.


13             MS. WORSHAM:  Thank you.


14


15             (The proceeding was concluded at 8:50 p.m.)


16                         ---oOo---


17
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1        R E P O R T E R ' S  C E R T I F I C A T E


2


3             I, ANNA C. GREENLEY, a Certified Shorthand


4 Reporter of the State of California, hereby certify that


5 the foregoing hearing was held at the time and place


6 therein stated; and that the hearing was reported by me,


7 a duly certified shorthand reporter, and was thereafter


8 transcribed under my direction into typewriting.


9             I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am not of counsel or


10 attorney for either or any of the parties in the


11 foregoing proceeding and caption named, or in any way


12 interested in the outcome of the cause named in said


13 caption.


14             IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my


15 hand this 4th day of April, 2019.


16


17


18


19


20


21


22


23                              __________________________
                             ANNA C. GREENLEY, CSR #8311


24                              Certified Shorthand Reporter
                             State of California


25
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INTRODUCTION 


I am an audio and video forensic expert and have been practicing for over 34 years. I have testified in 


several courts throughout the United States and worked on various International cases. My forensic 


practices for audio investigation include digital and analog audio authentication, enhancement and 


recovery. As a video forensic expert, my practices include video authentication, enhancement, and 


identification. 


As an audio forensic expert, I follow standard operating procedures outlined by the Scientific Working 


Group for Digital Evidence (SWGDE). They outline the protocols and procedures for the intake, 


extraction, and handling of digital media evidence which requires documentation of each step. This 


ensures that the quality and integrity of digital media evidence is maintained throughout the seizure and 


extraction process. If protocols are not followed, digital media evidence becomes vulnerable to 


tampering or mishandling. 


To date, I have been compensated $5,950.00 to complete the Forensic Audio Authentication 


Investigation and generation of this report.  


TRAINING & QUALIFICATIONS 


• 1978-1981: Probation Officer, 53rd District Court, Troy, Michigan 


• 1979-1985: University of Detroit (Communications major, Criminal Justice minor) 


• 1980-1988: Ambience Recording Studio, Audio Engineer/National Sales Manager 


• 1984-2018: Primeau Productions Inc., Audio and Video Production Studios 


• 2008: Completed video analysis training with Pelco Global Training Institute 


• 2013: Completed training in Forensic Authentication of Digital Audio at the National 


Center of Media Forensics in September of 2013 


• 2014: Attended and took classes at the 99th IAI International Educational Conference. 


Course topics included: 


o Forensic Digital Image Processing Tips and Techniques 


o The Fundamentals of Processing of Digital Evidentiary Photography 


o Introduction to Forensic Gait Analysis 


• 2014: Completed Resolution Video’s Workshop: Digital Video Processing Techniques in September of 


2014 
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• 2015: Completed Voice ID and Speech Analysis training with Owen Forensics in November of 2015 


• 2015: Completed a Word Discrimination Test at Heritage Hearing Center in Rochester Hills, Michigan.  


• 2016: Completed Resolution Video’s Workshop: Digital Video Evidence Recovery in September of 2016 


• 2018: Completed Resolution Video’s Intro to Audio Forensics and iZotope Workshops in October of 


2018 


OBJECTIVE 


On or about 7 November 2019, I received a digital audio recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session 


Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. You asked that I perform audio authentication testing to determine the authenticity 


and integrity of the digital audio recording provided. You also asked that I generate a report which 


includes the methodology I used, testing I performed as well as my opinions. 


MATERIALS EXAMINED 


• mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3   (digital evidence) 


• transcripts Kohrs Christopher 3-6-3019 (1) (1) (1).pdf  (hearing transcript) 


• REC00001.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00002.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00003.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00004.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00007.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00008.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00011.mp3       (exemplar recording) 


• REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3    (exemplar recording) 


• REC00011_Edited_Audacity.mp3    (exemplar recording) 


• REC00011_Edited_RX.mp3     (exemplar recording) 
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HASH TEST 


FILE NAMES MD5 SHA1 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Original\mar 6 2019 2 closed 


session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3 


D41D8CD98F00B204E980


0998ECF8427E 


DA39A3EE5E6B4B0D3255BFEF9


5601890AFD80709 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00001


.mp3 


A9465FBE8619B50E6505


44D8312187A9 


E8D55DDE19D063A4388381616


D11155A7AE82282 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00002


.mp3 


1FCF3EA43BCAFF26E230


8BD276DBADCC 


8C4C6A71F6ECF068C39ACA1F2


08F08AF7568ACF0 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00003


.mp3 


1FCF3EA43BCAFF26E230


8BD276DBADCC 


8C4C6A71F6ECF068C39ACA1F2


08F08AF7568ACF0 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00004


.mp3 


D4BE746B8CB5D2702E34


0ACEF365CA05 


D2CCFB62226E7D6A9267B9732


22D4A46944947BC 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00007


.mp3 


7B4650A7C187087B14B2


50E2E6E45DEF 


13F95A19408B76C2BD34AA48B


BE2B525FA5A3C00 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00008


.mp3 


16520CED4068C4205942


FDBC5232E93D 


B881675F695199D6A0BC78A95


B5002A39D38C9BD 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00011


.mp3 


15D1AE5B1D0AD088ED0


0968821C10120 


F6D6FA1B104E0E58E6FABE1BA


18789DDEAEBEEBC 
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D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00011


_Edited_Audition.mp3 


9034E73985091B1939F6F


91FB1880ECD 


FD2FA68AE05E5AE56ACB8D9A3


B66A7FEFB7BEE56 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00011


_Edited_Audacity.mp3 


FCEF5C1ACF14FF7D794D


B9A923D00283 


A8EC2AD77097F76B9D840B2B4


BE53586374487E4 


D:\Forensics\Christopher Kohrs 


#00558\Exemplars\Original\REC00011


_Edited_RX.mp3 


EC538B346556B9D8C11B


278CDD33D8EC 


9580BB0F1F5E248D9759E1AEE


4B9F780B597E175 


 


SOFTWARE 


The following software used during my examination and preparation of this report was duly licensed to 


the undersigned at all times:  


• Microsoft® Windows ® 10 Pro   


• WinHex 18.5 (X-Ways Software Technology AG) 


• MediaInfo 18.08.1 (BSD/OpenGNU opensource license) 


• ExifToolGUI v5.16.0.0 


• iZotope® RX 7 Advanced v7.01.315 


• Adobe® Audition® CC 2018 v11.1.1.3 


• Wavesurfer v.1.8.ap5 


• Audacity® v.2.1.2.0 


 


FORENSIC AUDIO AUTHENTICATION 


METHODOLOGY 


The objective of forensic audio authentication is to determine the authenticity of the events that 


transpired as they were originally recorded. The investigation focuses on digital integrity verification of 


the file itself, as well as authentication of the recorded audio signal contained within the digital file. 


Below I have identified the objective of digital audio authentication from the best practices accepted in 


the scientific community through SWGDE (scientific working group on digital evidence).  
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SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


1.1 Introduction  


As defined in SWGDE/SWGIT Digital & Multimedia Evidence Glossary [1], authentication is the process of 


substantiating that the asserted provenance of data is true. As defined in SWGDE Best Practices for 


Forensic Audio [2], an audio authentication examination seeks to determine if a recording is consistent 


with the manner in which it is alleged to have been produced. 


CHAIN OF CUSTODY 


METHODOLOGY 


Digital media evidence submitted to the courts must be accompanied by a chain of custody. This chain of 
custody is most always in written form. It exhibits who was responsible for acquisition of the original 
recorded evidence, who was responsible for keeping that evidence safe and who was responsible for 
presenting that original evidence to the Trier of Fact. This chain of custody includes, but is not limited to: 


1. Information on the original recording device including make and model. 


2. Information on how the evidence was extracted from the recorder that created it.  


3. Digital handling information from all parties that had access to the evidence between the time of 
its extraction and my investigation. 


Preservation of Recordings: 


The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence 
(SWGDE) and Technical Working Group for the Examination of Digital Evidence (TWGEDE) guidelines 
describe: 


• “Actions taken to secure and collect digital evidence should not affect the integrity of that 
evidence”. 


• “Persons conducting an examination of digital evidence should be trained for that Purpose”. 


• “Activity relating to the seizure, examination, storage, or transfer of digital evidence should be 
documented, preserved, and available for review”. 


OBSERVATIONS 


I was provided the evidence data by Mr. Christopher Kohrs. Based on my understanding the evidence 


data was given to him by the police commission agency. Based on my experience all law enforcement 


agencies are required to maintain protocols for the preservation of evidence. Based on the best 


practices for the preservation of recordings, I have not performed the acquisition of the data, nor have I 


been provided or reviewed any chain of custody documentation. Therefore, I cannot authentic the chain 


of custody of the digital evidence files I was provided. To generate accurate opinions about the chain of 
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custody, I would have to review the protocols set forth by the police commission agency as well as 


review documentation for the acquisition of the digital evidence recordings.  


CRITICAL LISTENING  


METHODOLOGY 


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.3 Critical Listening  


Critical aural review of the submitted recording, without applying any processing, can yield information 


regarding areas to direct subsequent analyses. In addition to a preliminary overview, attention must be 


paid to voices, acoustic events, background noise changes, uncharacteristic noises that may indicate 


equipment malfunction and possible record and edit events, and any other areas of specific interest. To 


focus attention on each of these factors individually will require repeated playback [7]. Repeated aural 


review of the unprocessed and processed versions of the submitted recording may be necessary 


throughout the examination. 


OBSERVATIONS 


I began my investigation by critically listening to the digital audio file. While listening to the recording, I 


observed anomalies between time coordinates 11:37.369 through 11:39.974. I referenced timecode for 


critical listening and throughout this report based on the following format: MM:SS.MS. 


• 11:37.369 


• 11:38.672 


• 11:39.974 


I listened for any continuity changes or deviations from the common rule to the best of my abilities. I 


also searched for any evidence of background noise changes that would indicate any deviations from the 


common rule or continuity changes. I did observe anomalies and breaks in dialogue continuity in the 


evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. Included in referenced 


anomalies above, the break in the dialogue continuity is noted at time coordinate “11:37.369”. I 


identified what sounds like a cough while a male subject is speaking at time coordinate “11:38.672”, and 


a female subject beginning to speak abruptly at time coordinate “11:39.974”. This change in continuity is 


different than the dialogue continuity of the entirety of the recording. 


After my initial critical listening analysis and the observation of the noted anomalies, I analyzed the 


continuity of the conversation to the best of my abilities referencing the transcript that I was provided 


titled “transcripts Kohrs Christopher 3-6-3019 (1) (1) (1).pdf”.   
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Throughout my critical listening testing, I noted an overall tonality similar to what I have experienced an 


out of phase dual stereo recording would sound like. I noted that the recording is stereo and not dual 


mono. The audio did not sound like what I would expect to hear from a two-channel recording with 


proper polarity. I could hear frequencies that were being cancelled out because each channel’s sine 


wave cycle was opposite of the other. This is typically caused, in a stereo recording, by inverting the 


polarity one of the audio channels.  


DIGITAL INFORMATION ANALYSIS 


METHODOLOGY  


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.4.1 File Format Analysis  


This is a type of observational analysis in which an examiner uses applications capable of displaying 


multimedia file metadata, document metadata fields and their values. Metadata could include recorder 


make/model, serial number, settings applied during the recording, date and time of recording, recording 


length, and user data such as investigator or case number. 


This includes examining the meta and hexadecimal data that reveals information about the file including, 


but not limited to: 


• File format 


• Date created, accessed, and modified 


• Sample rate 


• Bit depth 


• File size and length 


• Manufacturer and model information 


• Third-party editing software used 


4.4.2 File Structure Analysis  


The file structure, including header metadata, recorded content, metadata multiplexed with the 


recorded content, and possible footer data of the submitted recording are observational analyses and 


should be compared with exemplar recordings made from submitted recorders or other test recordings. 


If the purported original recording device is not available or is otherwise unable to be utilized, use the 


same make/model of device. Document these structures to include both hex and American Standard 


Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) fields and their byte offsets. 
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FILE FORMAT ANALYSIS  


I begin the digital information portion of my authentication investigation by examining the digital format 


and structure of the file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. To examine the formatting 


of the file, I extracted the MetaData using ExifTool and WinHex. The outputs from ExifTool and WinHex 


are displayed in Figures 1 – 3 below: 


Figure 1: mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).txt 


---- ExifTool ---- 
ExifTool Version Number         : 11.25 
---- File ---- 
File Name                       : mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3 
Directory                       : . 
File Size                       : 17 MB 
File Modification Date/Time     : 2019:11:07 20:32:42-05:00 
File Access Date/Time           : 2020:02:28 12:49:36-05:00 
File Creation Date/Time         : 2019:12:03 14:39:42-05:00 
File Permissions                : rw-rw-rw- 
File Type                       : MP3 
File Type Extension             : mp3 
MIME Type                       : audio/mpeg 
---- MPEG ---- 
MPEG Audio ersion              : 1 
Audio Layer                     : 3 
Audio Bitrate                   : 128 kbps 
Sample Rate                     : 44100 
Channel Mode                    : Joint Stereo 
MS Stereo                       : On 
Intensity Stereo                : Off 
Copyright Flag                  : False 
Original Media                  : False 
Emphasis                        : None 
---- Composite ---- 
Duration                        : 0:18:46 (approx) 
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Figure 2: mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_HEX Header.JPG 


 


 


Figure 3: mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_HEX Footer.JPG 
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OBSERVATIONS 


• Audio Bitrate: 128 kbps 


• Sample Rate: 44.1 kHz 


• Joint-Stereo file (2 Channels) 


• No third-party software footprints detected 


• No information about recording software or equipment used 


TIME/FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS  


METHODOLOGY 


According to the policies and procedures set forth by SWGDE (Scientific Working Group on Digital 


Evidence) and NCMF (National Center for Media Forensics) authentication of the digital integrity as well 


as the authenticating of recorded signal (waveform) must be performed. To verify the integrity of the 


recorded signal, I need to analyze the time/frequency domain of the audio content. This includes analysis 


of the waveform, sample values, signal power (power plot) and overall average levels. I analyze the 


frequency domain of the audio file. This includes examining the long-term average spectrum and 


momentary spectrum, as well as the spectrogram. The spectrogram testing allows me to inspect 


frequency information and intensity of those frequencies from color graphical representation. 


SIGNAL POWER 


METHODOLOGY 


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.5.2 Signal Power  


The power of an audio signal can be computed on short time frames, displayed as the trajectory of the 


power over the entire signal, and used to reveal possible missing information of the acoustic signal due 


to mechanical failure, compression artifacts, or insertion of silence. Signal power is observational, and 


measurement based. Measurement uncertainty depends on distortion (e.g. clipping) and windowing 


length. 
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SIGNAL POWER TESTING 


EVIDENCE AUDIO RECORDING 


I performed a power plot analysis of the digital audio file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) 


(1).mp3” through Wavesurfer. I noted several deviations from the common rule. A display of the power 


plot analysis is displayed in Figure 4 and 5 below: 


Figure 4: mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_Wavesurfer PowerPlot.JPG 


 


Figure 5: mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_Wavesurfer PowerPlot ZOOM.JPG 
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OBSERVATIONS  


• I noted several deviations from the common rule. 


• I noted that the waveform appears incomplete and should appear the same as the Exemplar 


Recording that I created, which can be seen in Figure 40 on Page 38 of this report. 


• I noted that the power plot test for the digital evidence file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session 


Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” cannot be completed due to the out of phase characteristics. 


 


LTAS ANALYSIS 


METHODOLOGY 


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.4.5 Long Term Spectral Analyses  


Spectral analyses are measurement based. Their measurement uncertainty depends on sampling 


frequency, bit depth, windowing function, and FFT order.  


4.4.5.1 Long Term Average Spectrum  


The long-term average spectrum (LTAS) of a signal is its plot of power in decibels (dB) as a function of 


frequency averaged from predefined fast Fourier transform (FFT) time windows. Inherently it is a 


function of the digital recorder’s sample rate, but it may also be modified by the encoding algorithm. 


Therefore, characteristics of the LTAS can be observed to verify recorder settings and provenance. 


LTAS TESTING 


EVIDENCE AUDIO RECORDING 


I performed an LTAS (long term average spectrum) analysis of the digital evidence audio file titled “mar 


6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” through Adobe Audition. I noted deviations from the 


common rule throughout the LTAS analysis of the recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) 


(1).mp3”. A display of the LTAS analysis is displayed in Figure 6 below:  
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Figure 6: Audition_Waveform Statistics_mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).JPG 


 


OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted deviations from the common rule throughout the LTAS analysis of the evidence 


recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. These deviations include a 


second cutoff frequency around 16kHz as well as drop off’s in the frequency content above the 


first cutoff frequency at 11kHz. This is an indication that it is possible that the recording was 


recompressed or resaved from the time it was first recorded to the time it was produced to me.  


• I noted recompression artifacts and residual frequency content above the cutoff frequency. 


 


SPECTROGRAM ANALYSIS 


METHODOLOGY 


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.5.3 Spectrographic Analysis  


Spectrograms display audio content in a frequency vs. time representation and may be used to gain an 


overall impression of the recording and to view specific local events. Examples of observable events 


include characteristics of digital aliasing, sample band-pass filtering, questioned signals, background 


sounds, convolution and transmission characteristics, and power line frequency components. 


Spectrographic analyses are observable, and measurement-based. Their measurement uncertainty 


depends on sampling frequency, bit depth, windowing function and length, and FFT order. [6] [17] 
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EVIDENCE AUDIO RECORDING 


I performed a Spectrogram Analysis of the digital audio file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) 


(1).mp3” through Adobe Audition. I reviewed the Spectrogram information for the entirety of the 


recording. A display of the Spectrogram analysis is displayed in Figure 7 and 8 below: 


Figure 7: Audition_Spectrogram_mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_Secondary Noise Floor.JPG 


 


Figure 8: Audition_Spectrogram_mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_Secondary Noise Floor_Zoomed.JPG 
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OBSERVATIONS 


• I reviewed the Spectrogram information for the recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session 


Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. Through the entirety of the recording, I noted a secondary noise floor. 


• The color of the spectrogram has been changed to a multicolor setting, to identify the subtle 


changes observed in the noise floor. 


• A secondary noise floor can indicate a file has been re-compressed and or converted from its 


original state. 


 


WAVEFORM ANALYSIS 


METHODOLOGY 


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.5.1 Waveform Analysis 


The waveform of an audio signal displays the relationship between time and amplitude of the acoustic 


information recorded, therefore allowing the determination of relative temporal and amplitude 


characteristics of a digital file ranging from a single sample point to an entire recording. Phenomena 


heard during critical listening can be visually observed as a waveform, such as dropouts, clipping, or 


other amplitude related events. 


MAR 6 2019 2 CLOSED SESSION KOHRS (1) (1).MP3 


I performed a Waveform Analysis of the digital audio file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) 


(1).mp3” through Adobe Audition. I reviewed the Waveform for the entirety of the recording and noted 


the polarity of the waveform was inverted. A display of the Spectrogram analysis is displayed in Figures 9 


and 10 below: 


Figure 9: Audition_Waveform_mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).JPG 
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Figure 10: mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1)_Waveform Zoom.JPG 


 


OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted that one of the audio channels is inverted (see Figure 10 above) which has caused the 


recording to sound out of phase. 


 


EXEMPLAR COMPARISON ANALYSIS 


METHODOLOGY 


SWGDE Best Practices for Digital Audio Authentication (2018)  


4.7 Generation of sample recordings and exemplars  


Either from the obtained evidence recorder or from test recorders of the same manufacturer and 


model, test recordings can be made and compared against the evidence recording. In this way, the 


evidence can be assessed as to its consistency with a known, authentic file. Test recordings can also be 


obtained from a contributor that has prepared them or are available from the recorder’s memory. If 


making test recordings on an evidence device, this may change the state of the device and will change 


the state of non-removable media. If necessary and possible, produce a verified bitstream copy of the 


non-removable memory prior to the testing. 


SUMMARY 


According to the policies and procedures set forth by SWGDE (Scientific Working Group on Digital 


Evidence) and NCMF (National Center for Media Forensics), sample recordings must be generated to 


determine the consistency of the evidence recording with respect to the original. This method is the 


most accurate way to compare exemplar recordings (known sample) with the evidence (unknown 


sample) to authenticate the evidence. 
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An exemplar recording is considered most accurate when created using the same equipment and 


recording parameters used to create the evidence. Because I did not have access to the original 


equipment that created the evidence recording, I had to obtain the same make/model equipment to 


recreate an authentic file for comparison. This activity is performed during the authentication process to 


compare specific characteristics of the files that will be analyzed to identify consistencies or 


inconsistencies with an original audio recording created by that system. 


During our investigation, we were provided information about the equipment used to record the 


evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. I purchased a DENON DN-


300R MKII Audio Recorder, the same equipment that was reportedly used to record the audio evidence. 


The equipment I obtained is displayed in Figures 11 through 13 below: 


Figure 11: Denon Equipment 001.jpg 


 


Figure 12: Denon Equipment 002.jpg 


 


Figure 13: Denon Equipment 004.jpg 
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Before creating the exemplar recordings, I reviewed the “DENON DN-300R MKII” user guide to 


understand what parameter options were available on the device. I noted that the device Firmware was 


version 2.0.7. The parameter options are listed in the table below: 


DENON DN-300R MKII EQUIPMENT PARAMETER OPTIONS 


Auto Level: Turns Auto Level On or Off. When Auto Level is On, the recording 


level for the Inputs is automatically kept around -3 dB (±3 dB). 


Record Mode:  Sets how and what kind of files are recorded from the following 


options:  


• Mono: Records a single mono file to your selected 


device(s). 


• Stereo (default): Records a single stereo file to your 


selected device(s). 


• Dual Mono: When recording to SD or USB, records two 


mono audio files to the device at the same time. The 


second file will record at -10 dB to help protect your 


recording against accidental peaks in the audio source. 


When recording to both SD and USB, records two mono 


audio files to each device (creating a total of four files 


between both devices). The second file on each device will 


record at -10 dB. 


• Dual Stereo: When recording to SD or USB, records two 


stereo files to the device at the same time. The second file 


will record at -10 dB. When recording to both SD and USB, 


records two stereo files to each device (creating a total of 


four files between both devices). The second file on each 


device will record at -10 dB. 


NOTE: Dual Mono and Dual Stereo are only available with 


44.1K/16bit WAV recording. 


Pre Record: Turns Pre-Record On or Off. When Pre-Record is On, a 2 second 


buffer of audio is kept in memory. When the record button is 


pressed, this buffer is used at the beginning of the recording. 


NOTE: Pre-Record cannot be used with 48K/24bit WAV recording. 
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Auto Track:  Turns Auto Track On or Off. When Auto Track is Off, new tracks 


must be created manually (by starting and stopping recording). 


When Auto Track is On, the Record button will flash, and recording 


will start and stop based on the options below. Press the Jog Dial 


to choose the options below, then select its value. 


• Level: Starts and stops recording when the input level 


passes a certain threshold. Set to -24, -30, -36, or -42 dB. 


• Time: Stops recording after a period of time has elapsed. 


Set to 1 min, 5 min (default), 10 min, 15 min, 30 min, 1 hr, 


2 hr, 8 hr, 12 hr, or 24 hr. You can also press Stop to end 


the recording at any time. 


NOTE: If using the 8 hr, 12 hr, or 24 hr options, make sure to set 


the Format to MP3. WAV files will be too large and stop recording 


before the set time. 


Format: Select this option to set the recording format.  


Choose WAV (44.1K/16bit or 48K/24bit) or MP3 (192Kbps or 


256Kbps). 


The “DENON DN-300R MKII” is capable of recording WAV format and MP3 format. Because the evidence 


file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” is in MP3 format, the Exemplar recordings for 


the comparison analysis were recorded in MP3 format. 


Based on the parameter options available, any files recorded in the MP3 format setting can only have a 


Bit Rate option of 192kbps or 256kbps. Based on the Digital Information Analysis of the evidence file 


titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” on Page 11 of this report, the audio Bit Rate found 


in the evidence file metadata is 128kbps which is not an option available on the “DENON DN-300R MKII” 


equipment. 
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To observe the known behavior of the device “DENON DN-300R MKII”, I created the following exemplar 


recordings: 


EXEMPLAR RECORDINGS EQUIPMENT PARAMETERS SET 


REC00001.mp3 XLR Input 
Bit Rate: 192 kbps 
Auto Level: ON 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: OFF 
Auto Track: OFF 
Format: MP3 


REC00002.mp3 XLR Input 
Bit Rate: 256 kbps 
Auto Level: ON 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: OFF 
Auto Track: OFF 
Format: MP3 


REC00003.mp3 RCA Input 
Bit Rate: 256 kbps 
Auto Level: ON 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: OFF 
Auto Track: OFF 
Format: MP3 


REC00004.mp3 XLR Input 
Bit Rate: 256 kbps 
Auto Level: OFF 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: OFF 
Auto Track: OFF 
Format: MP3 


REC00007.mp3 XLR Input 
Bit Rate: 256 kbps 
Auto Level: ON 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: ON 
Auto Track: OFF 
Format: MP3 


REC00008.mp3 XLR Input 
Bit Rate: 256 kbps 
Auto Level: ON 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: OFF 
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Auto Track: LEVEL -24dB 
Format: MP3 


REC00011.mp3 XLR Input 
Bit Rate: 256 kbps 
Auto Level: ON 
Record Mode: STEREO 
Pre Record: OFF 
Auto Track: OFF 
Format: MP3 
 
XLR for right channel input had pins 2 and 3 reversed resulting in left and 
right being completely out of phase. 


 


DIGITAL INFORMATION TESTING 


I created the exemplar recording titled “REC00002.mp3”. The equipment settings are as follows:  


• XLR Input 


• Bit Rate: 256 kbps 


• Auto Level: ON 


• Record Mode: STEREO 


• Pre Record: OFF 


• Auto Track: OFF 


• Format: MP3 
 


I then extracted the digital information using ExifTool and WinHex.  The output from ExifTool and 


WinHex is displayed in Figures 14 through 16 below: 


Figure 14: REC00002.txt 


---- ExifTool ---- 
ExifTool Version Number         : 11.25 
---- File ---- 
File Name                       : REC00002.mp3 
Directory                       : . 
File Size                       : 948 kB 
File Modification Date/Time     : 2020:02:26 11:23:12-05:00 
File Access Date/Time           : 2020:02:28 12:49:35-05:00 
File Creation Date/Time         : 2020:02:28 12:47:07-05:00 
File Permissions                : rw-rw-rw- 
File Type                       : MP3 
File Type Extension             : mp3 
MIME Type                       : audio/mpeg 
ID3 Size                        : 47 
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---- MPEG ---- 
MPEG Audio Version              : 1 
Audio Layer                     : 3 
Audio Bitrate                   : 256 kbps 
Sample Rate                     : 48000 
Channel Mode                    : Joint Stereo 
MS Stereo                       : On 
Intensity Stereo                : Off 
Copyright Flag                  : False 
Original Media                  : False 
Emphasis                        : None 
---- ID3 ---- 
Artist                          : DENON 
---- Composite ---- 
Duration                        : 0:00:30 (approx) 


 


Figure 15: REC00002_HEX Header.JPG 
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Figure 16: REC00002_HEX Footer.JPG 


 


 


SOFTWARE OUTPUT EXEMPLAR SIGNATURE EVIDENCE SIGNATURE PASS/FAIL DIGITAL TESTING 


ExifToolGUI “Artist: DENON” NONE FAIL 


WinHex: Header “ID3    %tpe1    DENON" NONE FAIL 


WinHex: Footer “VSMP3 enc” NONE FAIL 


 
Digital Information Testing was applied to the exemplar recordings titled “REC00001.mp3”, 
“REC00002.mp3”, “REC00003.mp3”, “REC00004.mp3”, “REC00007.mp3”, “REC00008.mp3”, and 
“REC00011.mp3”. 
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OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted the ExifTool output for the exemplar recordings titled “REC00001.mp3”, 


“REC00002.mp3”, “REC00003.mp3”, “REC00004.mp3”, “REC00007.mp3”, “REC00008.mp3”, and 


“REC00011.mp3” showed a “DENON” equipment signature. This was the same for all of the 


exemplar recordings that are MP3 format. 


• I noted the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3” has no 


equipment signature in the ExifTool output.  


• I noted the WinHex Header output for the exemplar recordings titled “REC00001.mp3”, 


“REC00002.mp3”, “REC00003.mp3”, “REC00004.mp3”, “REC00007.mp3”, “REC00008.mp3”, and 


“REC00011.mp3” showed a “DENON” equipment signature. This was the same for all of the 


exemplar recordings that are MP3 format. 


• I noted the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3” has no 


equipment signature in the WinHex Header output. 


• I noted the WinHex Footer output for the exemplar recordings titled “REC00001.mp3”, 


“REC00002.mp3”, “REC00003.mp3”, “REC00004.mp3”, “REC00007.mp3”, “REC00008.mp3”, and 


“REC00011.mp3” showed a variation of code that appeared as “VSMP3 enc”. The exact 


signature varies between exemplars, but this signature is present in some form for all of the 


exemplar files that are MP3 format. 


• I noted the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3” has no 


equipment signature in the WinHex Footer output. 


• I noted that none of the Bit Rate settings available on the DENON DN-300R MKII Audio Recorder 


match with the Bit Rate found in the metadata of the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 


closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. 


 


PHASE INVERSION RECREATION 


To recreate the phase inversion that was discovered during the Waveform Analysis of the evidence 


recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3”, I had to physically rewire an XLR cable 


to invert the original position of pins 2 and 3 on a standard XLR cable. A procedure video was recorded 


to document this process and still-images have been extracted to demonstrate how this was 


accomplished. These images can be followed in Figures 17 through 22 below: 
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Figure 17: AA017901.00_00_45_07.Still001.tif    Figure 18: AA017901.00_01_10_13.Still002.tif 


              


First, I disassembled the XLR cable to show the original cable connection. Then, I prepared to unsolder 


pin 2 and pin 3. 


Figure 19: AA017901.00_01_21_16.Still003.tif    Figure 20: AA017901.00_01_57_08.Still004.tif 


                   


I removed the original solder, and then carefully switched pin 2 and pin 3. 


Figure 21: AA017901.00_03_30_13.Still005.tif    Figure 22: AA017901.00_04_48_11.Still006.tif 


                   


After switching pin 2 and pin 3, I begin to re-solder them in place. After, completing the inversion and 


re-soldering of pins 2 and 3 into the reversed position, I created the exemplar recording titled 


“REC00011.mp3” and began analyzing and comparing the digital information. The output from ExifTool 


and WinHex is displayed in Figures 23 through 25 below: 
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Figure 23: REC00011.txt 


---- ExifTool ---- 
ExifTool Version Number         : 11.25 
---- File ---- 
File Name                       : REC00011.mp3 
Directory                       : . 
File Size                       : 798 kB 
File Modification Date/Time     : 2020:02:26 16:19:28-05:00 
File Access Date/Time           : 2020:02:28 12:49:35-05:00 
File Creation Date/Time         : 2020:02:28 12:47:08-05:00 
File Permissions                : rw-rw-rw- 
File Type                       : MP3 
File Type Extension             : mp3 
MIME Type                       : audio/mpeg 
ID3 Size                        : 47 
---- MPEG ---- 
MPEG Audio Version              : 1 
Audio Layer                     : 3 
Audio Bitrate                   : 256 kbps 
Sample Rate                     : 48000 
Channel Mode                    : Joint Stereo 
MS Stereo                       : On 
Intensity Stereo                : Off 
Copyright Flag                  : False 
Original Media                  : False 
Emphasis                        : None 
---- ID3 ---- 
Artist                          : DENON 
---- Composite ---- 
Duration                        : 25.55 s (approx) 
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Figure 24: REC00011_HEX Header.JPG 


 


Figure 25: REC00011_HEX Footer.JPG 
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OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted the ExifTool and WinHex output are the same as the other exemplar recordings. 


• The format is what I would expect to see from equipment used based on the parameters set. 


• I noted that the data output from the exemplar recording titled “REC00011.mp3” does not 


match with the data output from the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session 


kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. 


• I noted the Bit Rate of exemplar recording “REC00011.mp3” does not match the Bit Rate found 


in the data output from the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) 


(1).mp3”. 


 


EXEMPLAR MANIPULATION ANALYSIS  


PROCESS 


From the critical listening portion of my investigation, I noted inconsistencies in the continuity of the 


recording. Due to the inconsistencies found during critical listening and the exemplar digital information 


comparison, I wanted to determine if manipulation of a recording using the “DENON DN-300R MKII 


Audio Recorder” could replicate the phase inversion of the waveform that was found during the 


Waveform Analysis of the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3”, and 


to see if manipulation could go undetected through forensic authentication testing. In the Phase 


Inversion Recreation section on Page 25 of this report, the exemplar titled “REC00011.mp3” was created 


using an XLR cable which had been purposely altered by reversing pin 2 and pin 3. This was done to 


intentionally reverse the polarity of the audio channels. 


I also intentionally manipulated the exemplar recording I created titled “REC00011.MP3” using three 


separate software programs capable of editing. The programs used were Adobe Audition, Audacity, and 


iZotope RX 7. I then compared the digital information to determine if the digital integrity of the 


exemplar was affected. 


 I extracted the metadata of the manipulated exemplars titled “REC00011_Edited_Auditon.mp3”, 


“REC00011_Edited_Audacity.mp3”, and “REC00011_Edited_RX.mp3” to analyze and compare it with the 


data from the evidence file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” and the other 


exemplar recordings. The output from ExifTool and WinHex is displayed in Figures 26 through 28 below: 
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Figure 26: REC00011_Edited_Auditon.txt 


---- ExifTool ---- 
ExifTool Version Number         : 11.25 
---- File ---- 
File Name                       : REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3 
Directory                       : . 
File Size                       : 371 kB 
File Modification Date/Time     : 2020:02:27 16:53:12-05:00 
File Access Date/Time           : 2020:02:28 12:49:35-05:00 
File Creation Date/Time         : 2020:02:28 12:47:08-05:00 
File Permissions                : rw-rw-rw- 
File Type                       : MP3 
File Type Extension             : mp3 
MIME Type                       : audio/mpeg 
ID3 Size                        : 32 
---- MPEG ---- 
MPEG Audio Version              : 1 
Audio Layer                     : 3 
Audio Bitrate                   : 128 kbps 
Sample Rate                     : 44100 
Channel Mode                    : Joint Stereo 
MS Stereo                       : Off 
Intensity Stereo                : Off 
Copyright Flag                  : False 
Original Media                  : False 
Emphasis                        : None 
---- Composite ---- 
Duration                        : 23.74 s (approx) 
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Figure 27: REC00011_Edited_Audition_HEX Header.JPG 


 


Figure 28: REC00011_Edited_Audition_HEX Footer.JPG 
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SOFTWARE 
OUTPUT 


EXEMPLAR 
SIGNATURE 
(REC00011.MP3) 


EXEMPLAR 
MANIPULATION 
SIGNATURE 
(RX and Audacity) 


MANIPULATED 
EXEMPLAR 
SIGNATURE 
(Audition) 


EVIDENCE 
SIGNATURE 


ExifToolGUI “Artist: DENON” “Encoder: 


LAME3.99r” 


NONE NONE 


WinHex: 


Header 


“ID3    %tpe1     


DENON" 


 


“LAME3.99r" “ID3” NONE 


WinHex: 


Footer 


“VSMP3 enc” “LAME3.99” NONE NONE 


OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted the manipulated exemplars ExifTool output showed no “DENON” signature. 


• I noted the manipulated exemplars WinHex output showed no “DENON” signature. 


• I noted no third-party editing software footprints were found in the metadata. 


• I noted that Adobe Audition can export an audio recording with the option to include or exclude 


“markers and other metadata”. When this box was unchecked (to exclude this information) no 


data or software footprint was found in the output. 


• I noted a variation of the “LAME3.99” signature in the data throughout the manipulated 


exemplar recordings titled “REC00011_Edited_Audacity.mp3” and “REC00011_Edited_RX.mp3”. 


HEX MANIPULATION 


The exemplar recording titled “REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” which was manipulated using Adobe 


Audition shared several characteristics with the digital evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed 


session kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. The WinHex output from the manipulated exemplar recording titled 


“REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” showed “ID3” in the header. This was an identifier found in the 


hexadecimal information.  


To determine if this data could be removed, pass additional authentication testing, and still play an 


intelligible audio signal, I opened the file using WinHex and manually highlighted the unwanted portion 


and clicked delete. The output from this can be seen in Figure 29 below: 
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Figure 29: REC00011_Edited_Audition_No Hex header.JPG 


 


 


OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted that the “ID3” data, which appeared in the manipulated exemplar recording titled 


“REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” could successfully be removed. 


• I noted that even after the Hex Header data was removed, the file remained in a playable state. 


• After removing the "ID3” data, I noted that the WinHex Header output matched the WinHex 


Header of evidence file titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. 
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LTAS TESTING 


EXEMPLAR AUDIO RECORDINGS 


I performed an LTAS (long term average spectrum) analysis of the exemplar audio recordings using 


Adobe Audition. A comparison of the LTAS analysis from the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 


closed session kohrs (1) (1).mp3” and the exemplar recording titled “REC00011.mp3” are displayed in 


Figures 30 and 31 below: 


Figure 30: Audition_Waveform Statistics_mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).JPG 


 


Figure 31: Audition_Frequency Analysis_REC00011.JPG 
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MANIPULATED EXEMPLAR RECORDINGS 


I then performed the LTAS testing on the audio recordings that underwent exemplar manipulation 


testing. A comparison of the LTAS analysis from the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed 


session kohrs (1) (1).mp3” and the manipulated exemplar recording titled 


“REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” are displayed in Figures 32 and 33 below: 


Figure 32: Audition_Waveform Statistics_mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).JPG 


 


Figure 33: Audition_Frequency Analysis_REC00011_Edited_Audition.JPG                  
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OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted from the LTAS analysis of the manipulated exemplar recordings appeared similar to the 


original exemplars. 


• I noted no deviations from the common rule throughout the LTAS analysis of the exemplar 


recording titled “REC00011.mp3” or the manipulated exemplar recording titled 


"REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3”. 


• I noted no recompression artifacts or residual frequency content above the cutoff frequency 


was detected in the exemplar recording titled “REC00011.mp3” or the manipulated exemplar 


recording titled "REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3”. 


• I noted the LTAS analysis of the evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session kohrs (1) 


(1).mp3” does not match the output from any of the exemplar recordings that were created. 


SPECTROGRAM ANALYSIS 


I performed a Spectrogram Analysis of the exemplar recording titled “REC00011.mp3” and the 


manipulated exemplar recording “REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” through Adobe Audition. 


The Spectrogram analysis is displayed in Figures 34 and 35 below: 


Figure 34: Audition_Spectrogram_REC00011.JPG 


 


Figure 35: Audition_Spectrogram_REC00011_Edited_Audition.JPG 
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OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted no visual anomalies in the Spectrogram information for the exemplar recording titled 


“REC00011.mp3”. 


• I noted no visual anomalies in the Spectrogram information for the manipulated exemplar 


recordings titled “REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3”. 


WAVEFORM ANALYSIS 


REC00011.MP3 


I performed a Waveform Analysis of the Exemplar Recording titled “REC00011.mp3” through Adobe 


Audition. A display of the Waveform is displayed in Figures 36 and 37 below: 


Figure 36: Audition_Waveform_REC00011.JPG 


 


Figure 37: Audition_Waveform_REC00011 Zoom.JPG 
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I then reviewed the Waveform for the entirety of the manipulated Exemplar Recordings titled 


“REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3”.  A display of the Waveform is displayed in Figures 38 and 39 below: 


Figure 38: Audition_Waveform_REC00011_Edited_Audition.JPG 


 


Figure 39: Audition_Waveform_REC00011_Edited_Audition Zoom.JPG 


 


OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted that the polarity of the waveform appears inverted on the exemplar recording titled 


“REC00011.mp3”. 


• I noted that the polarity of the waveform appears inverted on the manipulated exemplar 


recording titled “REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3”. 


• I noted similarities to the inverse polarity detected on the digital evidence titled “mar 6 2019 2 


closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. 
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SIGNAL POWER 


SIGNAL POWER TESTING 


On Page 13 of this report, you will find the Signal Power Testing of the digital audio file titled “mar 6 


2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” through Wavesurfer, where I noted several deviations from the 


common rule. I have completed Signal Power Testing for the exemplar recordings “REC00002.mp3”, 


“REC00011.mp3”, and “REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” for comparative analysis. The output from the 


power plot tests can be seen in Figures 40 through 42 below: 


Figure 40: REC00002_Wavesurfer Powerplot.JPG 


 


Figure 41: REC00011_Wavesurfer Powerplot.JPG 


 


Figure 42: REC00011_Edited_Audition_Wavesurfer Powerplot.JPG 
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OBSERVATIONS 


• I noted that the power plot test for the exemplar recording titled “REC00002.mp3” appeared 


normal. 


• I noted several deviations from the common rule in the power plot test for the exemplar 


recordings titled “REC00011.mp3” and “REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” 


• I noted the waveform seen in Figures 41 and 42 are incomplete and share similar characteristics 


to the digital evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” that can 


be seen in Figures 4 and 5 on Page 14 of this report. 


• I noted that the power plot tests for the digital audio file titled “REC00011.mp3” and 


“REC00011_Edited_Audition.mp3” could not be completed due to the out of phase 


characteristics. 


 


CONCLUSION 


OPINIONS 


• Throughout the critical listening portion of my investigation, I discovered continuity changes or 


deviations from the common rule at time coordinates 11:37.369, 11:38.672, and 11:39.974 


(MM:SS.MS) as an interruption in the dialogue from the male speaker in the recording. It is my 


opinion that these interruptions are changes in sound that are different than the rest of the 


recording. 


• From the digital information analysis, I performed it is my opinion that the evidence recording 


titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” contains differences with the exemplar 


recordings I recreated.  


• From the digital information analysis, I performed, it is my opinion that the evidence recording 


titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” contains differences with the exemplar 


recordings I manipulated for comparison. I was able to confirm that these manipulations were 


undetectable from forensic testing once recycled. 


• There is a lack of HEX information in the digital evidence titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session 


Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. 


• I was able to alter the HEX information and save the data output, which matched the digital 


evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. 


• The DENON DN-300R MKII Audio Recorder cannot produce an audio file with properties like the 


evidence audio recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3”. This includes a 


different Bit Rate and missing equipment information in metadata of the evidence recording. 


• I was able to alter the continuity of a recording and export the file using Audition with a setting 


option that allowed us to opt-out of having “markers and metadata” information. 
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• It is my opinion that the evidence recording “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” is 


not an authentic digital original.  


• The evidence recording titled “mar 6 2019 2 closed session Kohrs (1) (1).mp3” is not an 


authentic representation of the events as they occurred naturally.  


I have followed all procedures accordingly while performing the forensic audio authentication 


investigation. I reserve the right to amend my conclusions and opinions as additional materials are 


provided in conjunction with future oral testimony. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section 1746, I declare under 


penalty of perjury that the foregoing report is true and correct. 


 


Respectfully submitted, 


 


Edward J. Primeau, CCI, CFC 


Audio & Video Forensic Expert 







altered. Attached to this email is the forensic report as well as the altered audio recording
and altered transcript. I have been requesting the unaltered, original recording of my
hearing since October 28, 2019, but have yet to receive it. I am still requesting a
digital original recording of my hearing that occurred on March 6, 2019 at City
Hall.

If the Commission insists that the recording(s) provided are digital originals and file
with the court a declaration to that effect, then we are requesting the Commission
comply with their duty to provide me and/or my designated agent(s) access and
opportunity to the original recording equipment [for forensic analysis].

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the legalities and/or forensic
analysis, please contact the lead forensic expert Ed Primeau at (248) 853-4091 or
attorney Randy Baker at (206) 325-3995 for further information. 

If the San Francisco Police Commission continues to evade the above requests for
transparency, then we will have no choice but to escalate this matter. Please advise
us on what Commission hearing date this will officially be made part of the public
record as we will be tuning in via video conference. 
 
Respectfully,
Christopher Kohrs

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 31, 2020, at 4:26 PM, Wilhelm, Angela (POL)
<Angela.Wilhelm@sfgov.org> wrote:


Greetings Chris.
The only other option I can think of is addressing the matter with the Police
Commission during Open Session/Public Comment. There should be information
on their website that tells you how to attend the meetings online.   
Thank you.
Angela. 

Lieutenant A. Wilhelm #716
Internal Affairs Administration Division   
1245 3rd Street
San Francisco CA 94158

tel:(248)%20853-4091
tel:(206)%20325-3995


415.837.7170

From: cjkohrs <ckohrs@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 26, 2020 10:59 AM
To: Wilhelm, Angela (POL) <Angela.Wilhelm@sfgov.org>
Cc: Benavidez, Louie (POL) <Louie.Benavidez@sfgov.org>; Audrey Hufnagel
<audrey@primeaucompanies.com>
Subject: Re: Assistance
 
Lieutenant Wilhelm,

City attorney Jonathan Yank would not assist me in getting the digital original
audio recording of my termination hearing. Sergeant Youngblood is also still
refusing to provide me the digital original or a copy of one. Can you provide any
other resources that might be able to assist? I believe everyone has right to have
an unaltered transcript and recording, regardless of their religion, race, or
profession. 

Curious, do you find it odd that the Commission is stating the hearing audio that
was provided to me is not altered? However, they are also refusing to provide me
a digital original or a copy of one? 

Chris Kohrs

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 12, 2020, at 4:49 PM, Youngblood, Stacy (POL)
<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> wrote:


Mr. Kohrs,
 
We have provided you with an unaltered copy of the termination hearing.
We have nothing further to provide you.
 
 
Sergeant Stacy Youngblood #1211
San Francisco Police Department
Police Commission Office
1245 3rd Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
stacy.a.youngblood@sfgov.org
415-837-7071 – Desk
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication and its contents may
contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. It is solely for
the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review,

mailto:stacy.a.youngblood@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open
links or attachments from untrusted sources.

use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable laws, including
the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the
communication.
 
 
 
From: cjkohrs <ckohrs@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 4:45 PM
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>
Cc: Wilhelm, Angela (POL) <Angela.Wilhelm@sfgov.org>; Audrey Hufnagel
<audrey@primeaucompanies.com>; YANK, JONATHAN (CAT)
<Jonathan.Yank@sfcityatty.org>; Randy Baker <bakerlaw@drizzle.com>;
SFPD, Commission (POL) <SFPD.Commission@sfgov.org>
Subject: Re: Assistance
 

 

Dear Sergeant Youngblood,
 
Yes the Commission has provided me a copy of the audio of my
termination hearing. But the copy you provided is altered along with
the transcript. We are requesting that you and/or the Commission
provide us the digital original or a copy of one. It was my termination
hearing. To say that one does not have a right to an unaltered
recording and transcript of their own hearing is absurd. Both the
attorney who represented me in this hearing, James Lassart, and I
agree that statements were made that are not in the recording and
transcript that was provided to us. Attached below is the forensic
report that describes in detail the science behind the irrefutable
forensic evidence. 
 
Respectfully,
Christopher Kohrs
 
 

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 12, 2020, at 9:42 AM, Youngblood, Stacy
(POL) <Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org> wrote:


Mr. Kohrs,

mailto:Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system.
Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

 
We have provided you with a digital copy of the audio
recording of your termination hearing twice now.
You have even attached the copy of the audio recording of
your termination hearing we sent you, to the email you
addressed to me.
 
Since we have provided you with a copy of what you
requested, we have nothing else we can provide you.
 
 
Sergeant Stacy Youngblood #1211
San Francisco Police Department
Police Commission Office
1245 3rd Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
stacy.a.youngblood@sfgov.org
415-837-7071 – Desk
 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication and its
contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information. It is solely for the use of the intended
recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or
disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable laws,
including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you
are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender
and destroy all copies of the communication.
 
 
 
From: cjkohrs <ckohrs@gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 4:47 AM
To: Youngblood, Stacy (POL)
<Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org>
Cc: Wilhelm, Angela (POL) <Angela.Wilhelm@sfgov.org>;
Audrey Hufnagel <audrey@primeaucompanies.com>; YANK,
JONATHAN (CAT) <Jonathan.Yank@sfcityatty.org>; Randy
Baker <bakerlaw@drizzle.com>
Subject: Assistance
 

 

mailto:stacy.a.youngblood@sfgov.org
mailto:ckohrs@gmail.com
mailto:Stacy.A.Youngblood@sfgov.org
mailto:Angela.Wilhelm@sfgov.org
mailto:audrey@primeaucompanies.com
mailto:Jonathan.Yank@sfcityatty.org
mailto:bakerlaw@drizzle.com


Dear SFPD Sergeant Stacey Youngblood,
 
San Francisco city attorney Jonathan Yank suggested I
reach out to you once again regarding my request for
obtaining the digital original or a copy of the digital
original audio recording of my termination hearing that
took place on March 6th, 2019. The attorney who
represented me in this hearing, James Lassart, also insists
that I am entitled to a copy of the original recording. We
are requesting that you and/or the San Francisco Police
Commission provide this to me. Attached below is the
transcript, audio recording and final forensic report of
my hearing.
 
Respectfully,
Chris Kohrs
 
 

Sent from my iPhone
 

On Aug 11, 2020, at 5:23 PM, Yank,
Jonathan (CAT)
<Jonathan.Yank@sfcityatty.org> wrote:


I am an attorney for the City and County of
San Francisco.
It would arguably be an unlawful conflict of
interest for me to assist in this matter.
I suggest you contact the Police Commission
Secretary regarding your request.
 
Jonathan Yank
Deputy City Attorney
Office of San Francisco City Attorney Dennis J.
Herrera
1390 Market Street, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel: 415.554.3816
jonathan.yank@sfcityatty.org
 
From: cjkohrs <ckohrs@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 5:15 PM
To: Yank, Jonathan (CAT)
<Jonathan.Yank@sfcityatty.org>
Cc: Wilhelm, Angela (POL)
<Angela.Wilhelm@sfgov.org>; Audrey Hufnagel
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<audrey@primeaucompanies.com>
Subject: Assistance
 
Dear Jonathan Yank,

 
Lieutenant Angela Wilhelm
provided me your email in
hopes of getting some answers
regarding the emails that I sent
you both on July 15th and July
27th. I still have not heard from
you. If you cannot/will not
assist me that is fine, but I
would still appreciate a
response. Attached below is the
transcript, the altered audio of
the hearing, and the final
forensic report.
 
Respectfully,
Chris Kohrs

 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPhone
 

On Jul 27, 2020, at 6:24 AM,
cjkohrs <ckohrs@gmail.com>
wrote:


Dear Jonathan Yank,
 
Lieutenant Angela Wilhelm
provided me your email in
hopes of getting some answers
regarding the email I sent you
on July 15th. I still have not
heard from you. If you
cannot/will not assist me that is
fine, but I would still appreciate
a response. Attached below is
the transcript, the altered audio
of the hearing, and the final
forensic report.
 
Respectfully,
Chris Kohrs

mailto:audrey@primeaucompanies.com
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<Kohrs PF Authentication
Report.pdf>
 
<mar 6 2019 2 closed session
Kohrs.mp3>
 
<transcripts Kohrs Christopher
3-6-3019 (1).pdf>
 
Sent from my iPhone
 

On Jul 15, 2020, at
4:54 PM, cjkohrs
<ckohrs@gmail.com>
wrote:


Dear Jonathan,
 
I am a former
San Francisco
police officer who
was terminated.
Lieutenant
Angela Wilhelm
told me to reach
out to you for
assistance. On
March 6th, 2019 I
had a termination
hearing that took
place at San
Francisco City
Hall in front of the
San Francisco
Police
Commission. I
was terminated at
the conclusion of
the hearing. The
San Francisco
Police Officers
Union did not
represent me in
this matter. Both
my private
attorney and I

mailto:ckohrs@gmail.com


were present at
the hearing. 
 
Months after the
hearing, I
received a copy
of both
the audio recording
and transcript of
my termination
hearing.
Unfortunately,
the audio recording
and transcript of
the hearing have
been altered where
parts of the
testimony in
the audio have
been deleted. A
deleted portion of
the court audio
recording
occurs at 11
minutes and 38
seconds into the
recording. At that
point there is a
sound blip due to a
cut audio. My
attorney says "He is
--", then there is a
sound blip, and it
immediately jumps
to questioning by a
San Francisco
Police
Commissioner. The
sound blip is an
altered/excised part
of the audio. Line
21 on page 10 in
the attached
transcript is where
this happens.
Unfortunately, the
transcript reflects
the altered audio.
In the deleted



portion of
the audio, the city
attorney made
false statements
to the Police
Commission that
went
unchallenged. 
 
I had forensic
experts examine
both
the audio recording
and transcript of
the court hearing.
Their findings
verify that
the audio
recording is not
an original and
has been altered.
Attached to this
email is
the forensic report
as well as the
altered audio
recording and
transcript. I have
been requesting
the unaltered,
original recording
of my hearing
since October 28,
2019, but have
yet to receive
it. You may
contact my lead
forensic expert
Ed Primeau
at (248) 853-
4091 for further
information. If
the San
Francisco Police
Commission
continues to
evade my request
for the original,

tel:(248)%20853-4091
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unaltered
recording and
transcript of my
hearing, I will
have no choice
but to escalate
this matter. Any
assistance or
guidance in
helping me obtain
the unaltered,
original recording
of my termination
hearing would be
greatly
appreciated.
 
Respectfully,
Christopher
Kohrs

<mar 6 2019 2
closed session
Kohrs (1) (1)
(1).mp3>
<transcripts Kohrs
Christopher 3-6-
3019 (1) (1) (1)
(1).pdf>
<Kohrs PF
Authentication
Report.pdf>

Sent from my
iPhone


